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Abstract

With a methodological approach, this article explores the application of data mining to the user-generated content of tourist accommodation on infomediation platforms and social networks. Its objective is to present an algorithm that allows the identification of service characteristics relevant to guest satisfaction and trust. Our study processes unstructured, natural-language data about Airbnb and hotel stays (the final dataset was 12,236 Airbnb sentences and 12,200 hotel sentences from 2018 until September 25 2021). Among the results is a computational algorithm that uses BERTopic to identify latent themes (or topics) in the narratives. Secondly, our analysis applies a Zero-shot classification approach for classifying guest reviews into labels related to guests’ satisfaction and trust. Thirdly, we execute a Principal Component Analysis to investigate the sufficiency relationships between extracted topics, customer satisfaction, and trust-based labels. To sum up, and as practical implications, our study adds to the knowledge about the sharing economy by providing insights for developing marketing policies and a better understanding of hospitality services.
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1. Introduction

Tourism in Andalusia maintains significant economic relevance due to its high impact on both production and employment in this autonomous community. According to data from the latest Balance of the Tourism Year in Andalusia, published by the Ministry of Tourism and Sport of the Regional Government of Andalusia (2021), the income generated from tourism in this autonomous community reached €11 billion, accounting for 6.5% of its GDP. In 2021, the tourism sector employed an average of over 350,000 people, representing 11% of the total employment in Andalusia.

The Andalusian accommodation sector consists of approximately 100,000 establishments with nearly 1 million bed spaces. Among these, about 40% are dedicated to tourist apartments, while another 40% comprise hotels, guesthouses, hostels, and tourist flats. The remaining 20% consists of campsites, rural houses, and inns. As the capital of Andalusia, Seville holds a prominent position in terms of both supply and demand indicators in the tourism industry. It ranks as Spain’s third most popular urban destination and the leading destination within Andalusia.

Tourist destinations in the era of the sharing economy adopt a model focused on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and rooted in co-creation through value networks (Allee, 2003; Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004; Alqayed, Foroudi, Kooli, Foroudi, & Dennis, 2022). Specifically, peer-to-peer accommodation platforms (P2P accommodation) offer experiences that differ from traditional hotels. P2P accommodation not only provides social or physical interactions with local communities (Bresciani, Ferraris, Sanoro, Premazzi, Quaglia, Yahiaoui, & Viglia, 2021), but also fosters a sense of being at home at lower prices, targeting non-business guests (Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2021). Consequently, P2P accommodation has emerged as a significant trend in the hospitality sector, prompting an examination of potential threats (Sainaghi & Baggio, 2020). However, there is no
conclusive evidence - only mixed findings - regarding guests’ preferences and motivations when choosing sharing lodgings or evaluating hotels. As a result, the central question concerning Airbnb’s competitive threat to hotels largely remains unanswered (Sainaghi & Baggio, 2020).

Numerous studies have investigated the perceptions and preferences of tourists staying in hotels in Andalusia and Seville for various purposes. Most of these studies draw their conclusions from surveys conducted using structured questionnaires. However, these techniques often introduce biases stemming from the formulation of the questions, potential response conditioning, or the utilisation of small sample sizes, among other factors. With the increasing use of ICT by tourists for consulting, booking, purchasing, and especially for leaving comments and evaluations about hotel services, it has become possible to explore these perceptions through alternative channels, such as Infomediation Platforms. Online reviews are essentially cognitive reconstructions of the customer’s experiences at the hotel. Our study deviates from the conventional data collection approach via structured questionnaires and subsequent analysis using traditional statistical techniques. Instead, we employ data mining techniques to analyse the narratives generated and shared by hotel guests and Airbnb users, considering their genuine and up-to-date preferences. This approach is a foundation for designing policies that accommodation managers should develop.

Accordingly, our research aims to ascertain which conditions apply (equally or differently) to Airbnb and hotel accommodations based on user-generated content (UGC, used here interchangeably with electronic Word of Mouth-eWOM). Working with UGC lets us identify travellers’ latent semantic structures in guests’ usage motives associated with transaction-specific satisfaction and trust. UGC is also a more empathetic and reliable communication than unidimensional metrics to understand guests’ needs and a global evaluation of relationship fulfilment by hospitality services. In this regard, BERTopic facilitates the organisation of free-form text (reviews) and the identification of the review’s essential topics and associated sentences. In addition, our research applies a Zero-shot classification approach for classifying guest reviews into labels related to satisfaction and trust. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) allows us to examine the relationship between topics and satisfaction/trust in terms of sufficiency.

Our work aims to address a specific objective related to filling a common methodological gap in the literature concerning tourist accommodation services. The novelty and originality of our study lie in the proposal of an algorithm that organises, classifies, and automatically evaluates natural language reviews provided by guests of tourist accommodations on infomedia tion platforms such as Airbnb and TripAdvisor. This algorithm enables the identification of behavioural patterns among users of each accommodation type studied, thereby facilitating the detection of potential differences between them. After this introduction, the paper comprehensively reviews the relevant literature on the subject. Towards the end of this section, our paper formulates two research questions and outlines the methodological approach that will be employed to address them. The Research Method section provides specific details regarding data collection, data cleaning, and data pre-processing procedures. The subsequent section presents the research findings, categorised according to the data mining technique applied for each case, and distinguishes between their application to Airbnb accommodations and hotel stays. A Discussion section follows, where the main findings are analysed, and the research’s theoretical and practical implications are identified. Finally, the article discusses the study’s limitations and proposes potential future research directions.

2. Literature review

The number of tourists visiting urban areas has experienced exponential growth over the past decade, leading to significant transformations in both the hospitality sector and cities. Traditionally, the hospitality market comprised hotels and travel agencies that provided leisure travel. However, a new competitive landscape emerged in recent years, driven partly by the impact of ICT, enhanced connectivity, and the emergence of co-creation value networks. As a result, the internet revolution and the widespread adoption of the sharing economy have popularised short-term shared accommodation platforms (Deloitte, 2019).

New strategies and policies in the hospitality sector are essential for striking a balance between tourist activity and sustainable development, particularly in areas experiencing signs of over-tourism. According to Hall and Pennington (2016), the sharing economy is centred around online platforms that facilitate the sharing of underutilised assets or services between peers, either for free or for a fee. Peer-to-peer (P2P) accommodation platforms offer a combination of competitive pricing, commercial value, and social experiences (Sánchez-Franco & Rey-Moreno, 2021). The growth of P2P platforms in the vacation accommodation sector has been remarkable worldwide over the past five years. While the sector’s revenues grew by over 10% between 2017 and 2018, it is estimated that the sector will continue to expand by up to 30% by the end of 2023 (Santos et al., 2021).

Airbnb is currently the world’s largest P2P accommodation platform. Founded in 2008, it was created to provide hosts with spare rooms an opportunity to share their space with potential guests, and the disintermediation of traditional commercial channels has facilitated its growth. Today, Airbnb’s database includes a vast collection of rooms, apartments, and homes in approximately 200 cities worldwide (Ogudu et al., 2020). However, the increased supply of accommodations facilitated by Airbnb has caused concern among hotel managers in the traditional hospitality industry (Haywood et al., 2017).
Airbnb has emerged as a significant competitor to online travel agencies (OTAs), causing disruptions in the hospitality industry (Dogru, Mody, & Suess, 2019). It allows individuals to trade their underutilised properties, such as shared rooms, private rooms, or entire apartments, at competitive prices, emphasising the human connection as the primary shared asset (Dolnicar, 2018, 2020; Zach, Nicolau & Sharma, 2020; Quoquab & Mohammad, 2022). Additionally, it facilitates short-term rentals between hosts and guests as an alternative to traditional hotel stays. However, there is some controversy in the literature regarding the classification of Airbnb as a sharing economy service. Solano-Sánchez et al. (2021), for instance, argue that the original idea of individuals reserving rooms from private owners with unused spaces in their accommodations has diminished due to the rise of large companies engaged in purely commercial short-term rental activities. Therefore, according to their perspective, only a minority of the accommodations listed on Airbnb could be classified as true sharing economy services. Despite this debate, academics and managers are increasingly interested in peer-to-peer (P2P) accommodation (Dolnicar, 2020; Sánchez-Franco & Rey-Moreno, 2021). However, the motives that drive travellers to engage with short-term rental services remain unclear (Lalicic & Weismayer, 2018; Sainaghi & Baggio, 2020). On the one hand, Airbnb maintains a high level of transparency by sharing information with its hosting partners (Foroudi & Marvi, 2021), and guests perceive Airbnb as a cost-effective option (Guttentag et al., 2018; Liang, 2015). On the other hand, Airbnb creates significant competition and compels hosts and their reputational capital (Ikkala & Lampinen, 2014) to set high standards and adjust prices accordingly (Lalicic & Weismayer, 2018).

Consequently, Airbnb has become a popular, cosy, and authentic opportunity. For example, Li, Hudson, and So (2019) summarise various studies on customer experience in hospitality services and confirm that the Airbnb customer experience encompasses the advantages of staying in a home, personalised service, social interactions, and authenticity. Unique local experiences (Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016), social encounters (Cheng, 2016), hospitality, and conversations with hosts (Tussyadiah & Zach, 2017; Belarmino, Whalen, Koh, & Bowen, 2017) are indeed the most valued attributes sought by guests in P2P accommodations.

Conversely, hotels are defined by the institutional contexts in which they operate. Unlike social distancing, hotels offer opportunities for contact with staff and facilitate indirect communication among guests (Osman, D’Acunto, & Johns, 2019). In addition to guest characteristics such as age, nationality, gender, or purpose of visit, guests prioritise factors such as location (proximity to major attractions, among others), room comfort and cleanliness, price, value for money, service quality (including staff friendliness and helpfulness), availability of amenities like parking or gym facilities, and security. From the perspective of hotels, Shapit and Jiménez-Barreto (2018) emphasise the importance of room amenities and a location close to the destination’s tourist attractions. UGC is widely recognised in social science as a reliable source for assessing the opinions and preferences of individuals in relation to a given topic. This content encompasses comments, messages, photographs, and videos found on websites, social networks, infomediary platforms, and various digital environments. In a recent study, Saura, Palacios-Marqués, and Ribeiro-Soriano (2023) present a summary table that compiles some of these studies. UGC holds particular significance in the tourism sector in general, and specifically in the accommodation sector, as it provides valuable insights into guests’ experiences without any interference from researchers (Sánchez-Franco, Navarro-García & Rondán-Cataluña, 2016).

In this regard, UGC enables us to identify topics associated with guests’ travel experiences, their motivations for using sharing environments like Airbnb, and the factors influencing transaction-specific satisfaction and trust compared to hotels. The marketing domain has extensively researched consumers’ preferences in the decision-making process for accommodation services, examining the most influential attributes and features and the level of guest satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Ju et al., 2019; Mody, Suess, & Lehto, 2019). However, when it comes to Airbnb compared to hotels, the research has produced contradictory findings, suggesting either the emergence of new markets and consumption patterns or a clear substitution effect (where Airbnb attracts travellers with pricing options, a diverse range of spaces, and features associated with the location and local authenticity). While Airbnb and hotels offer distinct services and amenities, there is limited research focusing on differentiating preferences that impact the quality of guest relationships (satisfaction and trust), and, as a result, the conclusions remain contentious.

In a relational context, when comparing the outcomes of hospitality services to guests’ expectations, Lovelock and Wirtz (2007) define satisfaction as the individual’s feeling of pleasure or disappointment resulting from their stay. From a cognitive perspective, satisfaction is conceptualised as the affective response to the match or mismatch between the outcome and the standard of comparison (Oliver’s disconfirmation of expectations model, 1997, 2010). Additionally, atmospheric theory (Baker, Levy, & Evans, 1992) identifies both tangible factors (such as accommodation amenities) and intangible factors (such as the ambience of the accommodation) that influence guests’ pleasure, arousal, and willingness to return. Guest expectations, evaluations based on specific features, emotional evaluations using the theory of emotions, and sensory attributes all play a crucial role in generating satisfaction (Bagozzi, Gopinath, & Nyer, 1999; Baker, Levy, & Evans, 1992; Bigné, Andreu, & Gnoth, 2005; Lazos & Steenkamp, 2005; Mudie, Cottam, & Raeside, 2003; Oliver, 2010; Rodríguez & San Martín, 2008; Yu & Dean, 2001). Therefore, our research on UGC helps hosts and hotel managers identify guests’ motives and provide enhanced services to
improve the guest experience, enhance the reputation of hospitality services, foster willingness to return, and even influence guests’ willingness to accept a higher price.

Moreover, enhancing the value-satisfaction-intention framework by incorporating additional critical factors, such as trust-related dimensions, allows for capturing the effects of the attribution process (Ye, Chen, & Paek, 2021). Trust is defined as “a subjective feeling that the trustee, whether it’s a host or a hotel manager, will act in a certain way based on an implicit or explicit promise” (Ert, Fleischer, & Magen, 2016, p. 64). While “the most common reputation mechanism involves the presentation of online reviews of the seller by experienced users” (Ert, Fleischer, & Magen, 2016, p. 63), research based on user-generated content (UGC) focusing on Airbnb and hotels is limited to examining the overall effects of transaction-specific satisfaction and trust on behavioural intentions. Previous research indicates the lack of generalizability when comparing different features that guests consider when selecting between sharing models and more traditional options.

The aim of our paper is twofold. Firstly, we aim to present an automated identification and classification algorithm to manage large unstructured documentary archives effectively. This algorithm utilises the automatic generation of latent topics from user reviews and narratives, solving the challenge of handling such archives. Secondly, we aim to explore the significant features that impact guests’ satisfaction and trust based on user-generated content (UGC) and social media, specifically online guest reviews.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the steps involved in transforming free-form text into a structured format and outlines the main approaches to address the following two research questions:

- What combination of data mining techniques is suitable for determining whether all the characteristics associated with hospitality services are sufficient to generate an outcome in the realm of hospitality services?
- Are there significant differences between the types of accommodations, namely Airbnb and hotels?

![Figure 1 - Steps for transforming free-form text into a structured form](image)

3. Method

Our research has meticulously curated a range of analytical tools, utilising a large dataset and employing techniques such as natural language processing (NLP), zero-shot classification, and principal component analysis (PCA). These approaches were carefully chosen due to their distinct advantages over alternative techniques and their alignment with the research problem under consideration.

Firstly, conducting big data analysis of reviews from information mediation platforms such as Booking.com offers several advantages over structured questionnaires. This approach provides access to extensive and diverse datasets comprising natural narratives, which offer a comprehensive view of customer feedback across various parameters, including service quality, location, cleanliness, and amenities. Additionally, since reviews are voluntarily posted, they provide a more authentic reflection of the customer experience, allowing for a broader and more genuine range of opinions. Moreover, big data analysis can uncover patterns and relationships that may not be readily apparent through traditional survey questions. Collecting data from information mediation platforms is also relatively cost and time-efficient, as the data is readily available, eliminating the need to conduct surveys, design questionnaires, and administer them to a sample of guests.
On the one hand, big data analysis does have certain limitations related to data generation, extract-transform-load (ETL) processes, and analysis and visualisation techniques (Biemer, 2014). Additionally, while big data analysis reveals drawbacks such as data quality issues, privacy concerns, potential biases, lack of control over variables, technical challenges, and difficulties in interpretation, it remains a valuable tool due to its accessibility, enabling more in-depth analysis and interpretation. Furthermore, it provides a detailed view of the customer experience, and the large sample sizes allow for greater statistical power and more robust analysis.

On the other hand, survey and market researchers are renowned for their in-depth understanding of research questions, particularly regarding qualitative and contextual aspects of social reality. They also have greater control over the variables they measure and can include multiple complementary indicators (Callegaro & Yang, 2018). However, traditional questionnaire-based research is a labour-intensive process that is infrequently updated and susceptible to response biases resulting from the wording of questions, which can distort information and create a disconnect from reality (Dolnicar, 2018; Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2021).

Secondly, NLP is a powerful technique for extracting insights from textual data (here, guests’ narratives). NLP can perform sentiment analysis, topic modelling, summarisation, and information extraction tasks. Furthermore, NLP handles unstructured or semi-structured data that traditional methods may not efficiently process. In particular, NLP has several advantages in automating tasks, improving decision-making, and analysing unstructured data. And it is applied to analyse large volumes of unstructured text data to extract insights and trends that can inform hospitality strategies.

Moreover, BERT, a pre-trained deep learning model, has several advantages over traditional NLP models. Its fine-tuning for various NLP tasks and its bidirectional nature improve its understanding of sentence context. (Liu et al., 2020; Petroni et al., 2019). BERT considers the context of both preceding and succeeding words, improving its ability to understand the meaning of a guest’s narrative. And in particular, BERTopic is applied here as an unsupervised topic modelling technique supported by the transformer architecture as BERT. BERTopic generates sentence embeddings, which are clustered to identify related topics in a text corpus. BERTopic can be used to explore large volumes of unstructured text data and identify meaningful topics.

Nevertheless, NLP can encounter limitations regarding accuracy and performance when dealing with data that exhibit crucial characteristics. These characteristics include data in different languages, texts containing specific jargon or slang, texts with grammatical or spelling errors, texts with intricate metaphors or ironies, and texts lacking clear semantic information. Therefore, evaluating the suitability of our approach for the specific data types involved is vital.

Thirdly, zero-shot classification, a subfield of NLP, predicts a class that the model does not see during training. This method overcomes the limitations of supervised learning, which requires labelled data for each class. In our case, the zero-shot classification adapts to new classes of entities (related here to relationship quality) without retraining or fine-tuning the model (and saving time and resources). The zero-shot classification relies on a pre-trained language model that encodes semantic information from a text (here, guests’ narratives) and compares it with class labels (Hugging Face, 2023; Xiang, Lampert, Schiele, & Akata, 2020; Yang, Ye, Zhang, & Huang, 2022). Likewise, the zero-shot classification highlights the ability to detect complex semantic relationships. However, it may have limitations regarding accuracy and performance when dealing with specific data types. For instance, it may have difficulty classifying classes with complex and subtle semantic representations, such as metaphors and ironies.

Fourthly, PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that transforms a set of variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated components that capture most of the variance in the data and identify the most significant features. As a result, PCA can help reduce noise, improve visualisation, and enhance downstream models’ performance. In particular, by reducing the number of input features using PCA, the downstream models can become less complex and more efficient, leading to better performance in terms of accuracy and speed.

PCA can also reveal hidden patterns and relationships among variables that may not be apparent otherwise (Jolliffe & Cadima, 2016). Compared to other dimensionality reduction techniques, such as Factor Analysis or Multidimensional Scaling, PCA (or adaptations of PCA) are relatively simple to implement and computationally efficient. PCA offers simplicity, flexibility, and scalability advantages, making it a more valuable tool for data reduction and visualisation. However, it is relevant to consider the limitations of PCA, such as its assumptions of linearity and sensitivity to outliers or its difficulty in interpreting the reduced-dimensional space.

3.1 Data collection

The infomediation platforms with which tourist accommodation guests usually interact have led to an evolution in the sector towards real-time UGC-based communication models. Online opinions or narratives tend to be more free, spontaneous, enlightening of guest experiences, and highly accessible from anywhere and at any time (Guo, Barnes & Jia, 2016).

Barbosa, Saura, and Bennett (2022) show in one of their studies the relevance of using Big Data Analytics techniques in the study of customer behaviour. Zhu, Lin, and Cheng (2020) point out that the user’s own narratives are multifaceted and more reliable than other metrics. They refer to the capture of primary information based on questionnaires, which in addition to requiring a significant effort for data acquisition, usually accumulate various response biases, including those derived
from the wording of their questions, the excessive inconvenience generated by the respondent, as well as those of influence, retaliation or difficulty of generalisation due to the use of excessively small samples (Zervas, Proserpio & Byers, 2021; Dolnicar, 2018; Sun, Ma & Chan, 2018).

Given the described weaknesses of traditional methods of data capture and processing, our study proposes the alternative use of narratives generated by the hosts themselves, as well as data mining and machine learning techniques capable of extracting the essential elements of the original text (themes), thereby generating a simplified and understandable version of this in relation to the host profile.

This study analyses the Airbnb data obtained from the Inside Airbnb website http://insideairbnb.com/ (available on September 25 2021). In addition, for strictly academic purposes, our study extracts (from Tripadvisor) the reviews of hotels in Seville (Spain), with more than 1,000 reviews per hotel -available on September 25 2021. The reviews are publicly accessible. The final dataset was 12,236 Airbnb sentences and 12,200 hotel sentences (over 80 characters in each) from 2018 until September 25 2021.

Our study analyses only English-language reviews to maintain consistency between the texts analysed. Furthermore, our research preserves the amateur character of the host and selects only hosts with a single listing (here, entire apartments). Entire apartments represent 85 % of the Airbnb offer in Seville (AirDNA, 2022). In addition, assuming that pricing is a critical factor determining the sustainable success of the accommodation industry, "listings of entire apartments are strong substitutes for hotel rooms in all price segments" (Gyödi, 2017, p. 543). In addition, Airbnb listings are considered outliers when the price and the number of beds lie outside the interval formed by the 5 and 95 percentiles. In this regard, our study removes all Airbnb listings with over five beds. Finally, our research filters out listings with a price lower than 10 US dollars (not including cleaning fees or additional guests) and higher than 161 US dollars.

3.2. Data cleansing process

After data capture, it is necessary to transform the natural language in which these guest narratives are expressed into structured language. For this, the first step required is pre-processing and data cleaning. In our case, the process followed includes: (1) checking the spelling of sentences and removing duplicates, (2) discarding punctuation, digits and extra whitespaces, (3) removing a shortlist of common stop words to filter out overly common terms and a customised list of proper nouns, (4) fixings contractions, and compound terms, and (5) becoming text in ASCII and standardising it by lowercasing. Likewise, our study replaces terms related to the generic term accommodation (Airbnb, apartment, flat, lodging, condominium, property, and hotel, among others) with the [mask] token and the terms host and owner with the [staff] token.

4. Results

4.1 Data Mining

More and more work is being done on digital marketing and applying artificial techniques to improve the commercial policies that companies must develop (Saura, Ribeiro-Soriano, Palacios-Marqués, 2021). Our study displays how term usage differs between Airbnb and hotel guests (see Kessler, 2017) - using the Scattertext 0.1.6 package in Python.

Each point corresponds to the usage of a term, where the higher up the term is on the y-axis, the more it is used by Airbnb guests, and the further right, the more it is used by hotel guests. The top right of the plot is an area where the term frequency is high for both types. Points coloured blue (at the top of the figure) are associated with Airbnb, and points coloured red (at the bottom of the figure) are associated with hotels.

Our analysis displays terms frequently occurring in all sets of sentences but which are relatively infrequent compared to general term frequencies -using the Scattertext 0.1.6 package in Python. Corpus characteristicness is the difference in dense term ranks between the terms in all the sentences in our study and a general English-language frequency list.

Accordingly, the most frequent terms in both cases are related to staff, hospitality stay and walkability or night. Moreover, the most frequently cited by Airbnb guests are the kitchen and its equipment (for instance, a washing machine), feeling at home and helpful staff (communications, recommendations and tips on attractions and neighbourhood, among others). Likewise, the most frequent terms hotel guests cite are related to property services, breakfast buffet, hotel reception desk, and quality signalling drivers (star).

While Figures 2 and 3 allow us to identify discriminative terms for documents in the corpus, this approach reveals little on inter or intra-document statistical structure. Therefore, extracting and selecting distinct topics and their semantic communities are essential.
BERTopic's approach is a topic modelling technique that leverages transformers to create dense clusters allowing for easily interpretable topics whilst keeping important words in the topic descriptions (Grootendorst, 2020). It is based on Top2Vec (Angelov, 2020).

Our research firstly transforms our corpus into n-dimensional dense vector space by applying a SentenceTransformer model (here, all-MiniLM-L6-v2, the default model in BERTopic). Then, a Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection for Dimension Reduction (from now on, UMAP) (McInnes, Healy, & Melville, 2018) is applied to our embeddings to create a lower-dimensional space of document vectors through the umap-learn 0.5.1 package in Python 3.8 (McInnes et al., 2018). Our proposal reduces the vectors to 5 dimensions (from now on, 5d-UMAP) and measures the distances between data points by cosine similarity. Experimentation and related literature here recommend the 15-nearest neighbours to emphasise the local structure, and the effective minimum distance between embedded points is set at 0.01.
Furthermore, to find such dense documents areas, the 5d-UMAP embedding is clustered with the Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise algorithm (from now on, hDBSCAN) (Campello, Moulavi, & Sander, 2013; McInnes & Healy, 2017). hDBSCAN extends DBSCAN and extracts stable clusters of varying densities (arbitrary shapes, sizes, and noisy points). The minimum size of clusters is set at 200. Likewise, the number of samples or density threshold is set at 25 (the minimum number of samples required before an area can be considered dense and a point be considered a core point).

Our analysis employs the hDBSCAN 0.8.27 package in Python 3.8. Figure 4 condenses the cluster tree. After obtaining the clusters, the following steps finally identify one topic vector per cluster. Our study employs a class-based variation TF-IDF approach. TF-IDF is a measure for representing the importance of a term to a sentence (or document) and combines the term frequency and the inverse document frequency. In this sense, c-TF-IDF allows us to compare the importance score of a term to a cluster (from now on, c-TF-IDF, with c being the identified cluster). The higher the c-TF-IDF score, the more representative it is of its topic.

Figure 4 - Visualising the condensed tree: hDBSCAN

Our study also creates a 2d-UMAP approximation where the continuous representation of topics can be easily visualised (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Visualising topics using the 2d-UMAP approximation

Next, network analysis by filtering the correlation matrix (>0.20) provides an accurate set of methods and tools to produce structures (and substructures), showing a deeper understanding of the system. Our study employs the c-TF-IDF matrix for estimating the correlations between clusters.
Community detection, based here on the Louvain algorithm, is used to examine the underlying semantic structure.

- The first community (green) identifies guests’ satisfaction with their stay and behavioural intentions (in particular, recommendation-based topics: 2, 14, 11, 15, 26 and 27).
- The second community (dark blue) contains specific topics about walkability (topics: 0, 10 and 25), the transportation system (topic: 21) and neighbourhood amenities (topic: 24). Convenience and access are site-specific characteristics related to the location (topic 1), easy access to the hotel or other hotspots that attract many visitors. In addition, distance to major attractions and pedestrian-friendly infrastructure encouraging people to walk quietly and peacefully between the accommodation and hotspots are site-specific factors.
- The third community (grey), topics 3, 4, 28 and 29, is for staff. This community is known for caring, which may impact receiving ideal home-like feelings. Relationship drivers include being responsive to inquiries, keeping guests informed, and simply making guests feel welcome in the hospitality domain. In addition, these topics are related to customer service performance (communication about directions, tips or advice, accommodation rules, Wi-Fi instructions, or check-in/out, among others), and how staff deliver the service that contributes to a positive or negative hospitality experience.
- The fourth is related to a comfy place to sleep - noise and air conditioning (dark brown), topics 9, 19 and 20.
- The fifth community (light blue) is concerned with in-room service, cleanliness and comfort.
  - Core services or tangible benefits sought by guests (for example, amenities and bath services or in-room-based topics: 16, 17 and 20) are associated with accommodation quality, including the size and type of accommodation, the functional space, the decoration and cleanliness of core services, and complaints resulting from out-of-accommodation activities.
  - In-room-based amenities (topic 13) are associated with kitchen facilities.
  - It is also concerned with the sensation of being “in a clean home” or experiencing hedonic comfort while staying in a hospitality accommodation (topics: 18 and 23).
  - Topics 5, 7 and 8 are about property features (swimming pool or views, among others) related to services, such as a terrace overlooking the city that enhances customer delight.

The average clustering coefficient equals 0.49 (modularity ≥ 0.3). Overall, the extracted communities (or metatopics) are easily interpretable and offer a coherent impression (see Figure 6):

![Figure 6 - Visualising the network of topics](image)

In addition, Table 1 displays the most informative terms on each topic.
Thereby, the task is to determine how confident the model is when classifying the corpus into labels related to relationship quality dimensions. Zero-shot text classification tasks "make use of the model's ability to generalize to unseen data" (Alcofarado et al., 2022, p. 126).

Yin, Hay, and Roth (2019) propose a pre-trained Natural Language Inference (NLI) approach as a ready-made Zero-shot sequence classifier. It is highly effective on larger pre-trained models like BART (a denoising autoencoder for pretraining sequence-to-sequence models; here, facebook/bart-large-mnli) (Lewis, Liu, Goyal, Ghazvininejad, Mohamed, Levy, Stoyanov, & Zettlemoyer, 2019). Our analysis does not previously need any labelled data. It operates by posing the sequence (here, sentences) to be classified as the NLI premise (developing a hypothesis from each candidate label).

Therefore, the task is to determine how confident the model is in our candidate label being relevant to the text and obtain a probability interpretation of the final result. Our study specifies the multiclass argument as false (the sum of the probability score is 1). For instance, a sentence about hospitality stays ("Excellent location, clean room and friendly staff, very comfortable beds. Tea and coffee facilities in the room first time I have known this in a hotel in Seville") could be predicted as caring (0.264 % confidence), competent (0.392 % confidence), communicative (0.262 % confidence) and delightful (0.082 % confidence).

Table 2 shows the main labels (and their synonyms according to our methodology) related to the dimensions associated with satisfaction and trust-based dimensions, and based on Bakker, Voordt, Vink, and De Boon (2014); Dickinger (2011); Flavián, Guinaliu, and Gurrea (2006); Gefen and Straub (2004); Lu, Zhao, and Wang (2010); Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman (1995); Mody and Hanks (2020); Pappas (2019); Pijs, Groen, Galetzka, and Pruyn (2017); Sridheshmukh, Singh, and Sabol (2002), and Tan and Sutherland (2004), among others.

| Table 1 - Terms distribution among BERTopic topics sorted according to TF-IDF values |
|----------------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| 1: cathedral                          | 0.34889                         | 5: pool                          | 0.16650                         |
| 2: alcazar                            | 0.23068                         | 6: walk                          | 0.09214                         |
| 3: walk                               | 0.15862                         | 7: location                      | 0.08654                         |
| 4: minutes                            | 0.10988                         | 8: restaurant                    | 0.07851                         |
| 5: cruz                               | 0.07322                         | 9: restaurants                   | 0.03528                         |
| 6: 1: seville                         | 0.34553                         | 10: stay                         | 0.24055                         |
| 7: stay                               | 0.06542                         | 11: place                        | 0.07468                         |
| 8: city                               | 0.04627                         | 12: visit                        | 0.04358                         |
| 9: location                           | 0.03435                         | 13: shower                       | 0.04353                         |
| 10: great                             | 0.03484                         | 14: bed                          | 0.12418                         |
| 11: stay                              | 0.07770                         | 15: clean                         | 0.05751                         |
| 12: place                             | 0.06507                         | 16: bathroom                     | 0.04722                         |
| 13: extreme                           | 0.04930                         | 17: comfortable                  | 0.04682                         |
| 14: great                             | 0.03400                         | 18: modern                       | 0.04722                         |
| 15: beautiful                         | 0.03501                         | 19: noisy                         | 0.04928                         |
| 16: 1: sevilla                        | 0.41418                         | 20: restaurants                  | 0.04928                         |
| 17: stay                              | 0.07770                         | 21: bed                          | 0.04928                         |
| 18: place                             | 0.06507                         | 22: bathroom                     | 0.04928                         |
| 19: extremely                         | 0.04945                         | 23: clean                         | 0.04928                         |
| 20: provide                           | 0.05798                         | 24: caring                        | 0.04928                         |
| 21: tip                               | 0.08654                         | 25: afective                      | 0.04928                         |
| 22: give                              | 0.08641                         | 26: benevolence                   | 0.04928                         |
| 23: quick                             | 0.08620                         | 27: satisfaction                  | 0.04928                         |
| 24: helpful                           | 0.05977                         | 28: trust                         | 0.04928                         |
| 25: cathedral                         | 0.34899                         | 29: cognitive                     | 0.04928                         |
| 26: alcazar                           | 0.23068                         |                                |                                 |
| 27: walk                              | 0.15862                         |                                |                                 |
| 28: minutes                           | 0.10988                         |                                |                                 |
| 29: cruz                              | 0.07851                         |                                |                                 |
| 30: restaurants                       | 0.07322                         |                                |                                 |
| 31: 1: seville                        | 0.34553                         |                                |                                 |
| 32: stay                              | 0.06542                         |                                |                                 |
| 33: place                             | 0.04627                         |                                |                                 |
| 34: extreme                           | 0.04358                         |                                |                                 |
| 35: great                             | 0.03435                         |                                |                                 |
| 36: beautiful                         | 0.03501                         |                                |                                 |
| 37: 1: sevilla                        | 0.41418                         |                                |                                 |
| 38: stay                              | 0.07770                         |                                |                                 |
| 39: place                             | 0.06507                         |                                |                                 |
| 40: extreme                           | 0.04945                         |                                |                                 |
| 41: great                             | 0.03484                         |                                |                                 |
| 42: beautiful                         | 0.03501                         |                                |                                 |

4.2 Zero-shot classification

Our research applies a Zero-shot classification approach for classifying the corpus into labels related to relationship quality dimensions. Zero-shot text classification tasks "make use of the good performance that transformers have demonstrated in text entailment tasks" (Alcofarado et al., 2022, p. 126).

Yin, Hay, and Roth (2019) propose a pre-trained Natural Language Inference (NLI) approach as a ready-made Zero-shot sequence classifier. It is highly effective on larger pre-trained models like BART (a denoising autoencoder for pretraining sequence-to-sequence models; here, facebook/bart-large-mnli) (Lewis, Liu, Goyal, Ghazvininejad, Mohamed, Levy, Stoyanov, & Zettlemoyer, 2019). Our analysis does not previously need any labelled data. It operates by posing the sequence (here, sentences) to be classified as the NLI premise (developing a hypothesis from each candidate label).

Therefore, the task is to determine how confident the model is in our candidate label being relevant to the text and obtain a probability interpretation of the final result. Our study specifies the multiclass argument as false (the sum of the probability score is 1). For instance, a sentence about hospitality stays ("Excellent location, clean room and friendly staff, very comfortable beds. Tea and coffee facilities in the room first time I have known this in a hotel in Seville") could be predicted as caring (0.264 % confidence), competent (0.392 % confidence), communicative (0.262 % confidence) and delightful (0.082 % confidence).

Table 2 shows the main labels (and their synonyms according to our methodology) related to the dimensions associated with satisfaction and trust-based dimensions, and based on Bakker, Voordt, Vink, and De Boon (2014); Dickinger (2011); Flavián, Guinaliu, and Gurrea (2006); Gefen and Straub (2004); Lu, Zhao, and Wang (2010); Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman (1995); Mody and Hanks (2020); Pappas (2019); Pijs, Groen, Galetzka, and Pruyn (2017); Sridheshmukh, Singh, and Sabol (2002), and Tan and Sutherland (2004), among others.

| Table 2 - Satisfaction and trust dimensions and candidate labels |
|----------------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Satisfaction                          | Affective trust                 | Cognitive trust                 | (reliability)                   |
| satisfaction                           | integrity                      | Benevolence                     | Cognitive                        |
| questions                              | committment                     | Caring                          | trust                            |
| questions                              | communicative                  | compliant                       | (reliability)                   |
| questions                              | empathetic                     | friendly                        |                                 |
| questions                              | motivated                      | kind                            |                                 |
| questions                              | purposeful                     | polite                          |                                 |
| questions                              | valuable                        |                                 |                                 |
| questions                              |                                 |                                 |                                 |
The content of each dimension is specified below:

- **Transaction-specific satisfaction**: Satisfaction is here conceptualised as a favourable response of guests about a discrete service encounter. It is empirically distinguished from overall satisfaction (Jones & Suh, 2000). Thus, it focuses on a service interaction that is rewarding, fulfilling and stimulating, for example, delighting, pleasurable, fun, happy or loving, among others.

- **Trust – integrity (and problem-solving orientation)**: Trust comprises three dimensions, reliability, integrity, and benevolence (Gefen & Straub, 2004; Geyskens, Steenkamp, Scheer, & Kumar, 1996; Tan & Sutherland, 2004, among others). Integrity has to do with the trustor’s perception that the trustee adheres to principles that the trustor finds acceptable (see Flavian, Cuinaliu, & Gurrea, 2006; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). For instance, Airbnb or hotels act honestly when fulfilling their promises (credibility); hosts or staff are motivated to help guests if they need it (fostering communication between them). Thus, integrity is a key driver in building affective trust; guests expect Airbnb and hotels to adhere to their commitments and not act unfairly.

Therefore, behaviours that are purposeful or committed - arising during service delivery - are critical incidents that provide insight into the character of the provider (Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002).

- **Trust – reliability**: Reliability in hospitality services may include service knowledge, effective treatment, and valuable customer service, among others, to help customers quickly, efficiently and effectively. Cognitive trust is thus the perception of a guest about the competence and knowledge of the (skilful) host or staff relevant to the intended behaviour (Lu, Zhao, & Wang, 2010).

Once the probability matrix has been identified, our analysis assesses how well scores on the instrument indicate the theoretical construct. It employs network analysis by filtering the correlation matrix (> 0.20) to research the bonds between labels. The average clustering coefficient equals 0.59 (modularity ≥ 0.30). Overall, based here on the Louvain algorithm, the extracted communities are easily interpretable and give an impression highly consistent with the typology shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7 - Visualising the network of candidate labels](image)

### 4.3 Principal Component Analysis

This research extends the previous knowledge by applying a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA allows us to explain the variance in analysed data, extract the most informative candidate labels, create insightful biplots, and, in particular, test (per topic community and between both types of accommodation) the equality of means between both types of accommodation versus the alternative hypothesis of
differences between the means of each principal component. PCA is an exploratory data analysis method used to search a linear combination of the observed labels (here, Zero-shot probabilities matrix). Each principal component represents a percentage of the total variation captured from the dataset. In our analysis, principal component 1 holds 21.2 % of the information, while principal component 2 holds 14.6 % of the data (component 3 equals 11.3 %). Eight components explain 73 % of the variance. Our KMO value over 0.77 (> 0.7, good) and a significance level for Bartlett’s test below 0.0001 suggest a substantial correlation in our probability matrix.

Our analysis in the biplot represents the labels’ loading on the extracted components (PCA1 and PCA2 vectors) and the location of our data (their principal component scores) using a continuous probability density curve. As a result, sentences close to each other have similar probabilities of labels in our matrix. Vectors that point in the same direction can thus be interpreted as having similar meanings in the context set by our data. Although PCA could make characteristics less interpretable, the loadings here are readily understandable. In this sense, the more parallel to a principal component axis a vector is, the more it contributes only to that component (right angles represent a lack of correlation). For instance, labels such as welcoming and loving (left-hand side) or committed, motivated or purposeful (right-hand side) contribute to PCA1. On the other hand, polite or caring (top side) and valuable, skilful or effective (bottom side) contribute to PCA2. PCA1 could be conceptualised as a satisfaction/problem-solving orientation, while PCA2 represents benevolence/reliability (Figure 8).

The last step is to visualise the distribution of our data in this reduced space by communities of topics (and, consequently, narratives). Our analysis applies the Student’s t-test for independent samples (and equality of variance) (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clusters (metatopics)</th>
<th>PCA 1 Airbnb</th>
<th>PCA 1 Hotel</th>
<th>PCA 2 Airbnb</th>
<th>PCA 2 Hotel</th>
<th>Airbnb vs Hotel: PCA1 Signif.</th>
<th>Airbnb vs Hotel: PCA2 Signif.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>-0.718</td>
<td>-1.815</td>
<td>1.422</td>
<td>2.489</td>
<td>10.772 *</td>
<td>-10.370 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>2.339</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>-9.236 *</td>
<td>-3.949 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkability</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>-0.745</td>
<td>-0.353</td>
<td>-6.724 *</td>
<td>-7.284 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-room and bathroom</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>-3.327 *</td>
<td>-3.180 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-room amenities</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>1.291</td>
<td>-0.171</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>-1.466 not</td>
<td>-1.023 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean &amp; Comfort</td>
<td>-0.836</td>
<td>-0.090</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-7.339 *</td>
<td>-0.179 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbour. amenities</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>-0.338</td>
<td>-0.198</td>
<td>-0.876 not</td>
<td>-1.681 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>1.623</td>
<td>1.617</td>
<td>-0.462</td>
<td>-0.165</td>
<td>0.042 not</td>
<td>-2.210 not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>-0.544</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>-0.870</td>
<td>-0.420</td>
<td>-5.722 *</td>
<td>-3.774 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property views</td>
<td>-0.544</td>
<td>-0.489</td>
<td>-1.008</td>
<td>-0.580</td>
<td>-0.424 not</td>
<td>-4.818 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p ≤ 0.001
5. Discussion

Our research describes a method of transforming free text (narratives) expressed by guests of tourist establishments into structured content as a basis for answering the research questions formulated at the beginning of the paper.

The combination of data mining techniques employed (BERTopic, Zero-shot Classification and Principal Component Analysis) allows us to obtain a valid procedure (algorithm) for the treatment of this unstructured data associated with the opinions of hotel establishment users (extracted from TripAdvisor) and Airbnb (obtained from its own infomediaion platform).

The chosen data analysis methods are justified based on their suitability for the research problem, advantages over other alternatives, and availability in the existing literature and software tools. For example, using a database of thousands of guests’ narratives enables comprehensive and diverse data collection, while NLP and zero-shot classification provide powerful techniques for textual data analysis. In addition, PCA helps to reduce noise and identify the most significant features.

In addition to the above, which, given the methodological nature of the paper, constitutes its main contribution, the application of these data mining techniques to the unstructured data captured allows us to answer one of the research questions initially formulated: "Are there significant distinctions between the most relevant characteristics (detected and) associated with hospitality services between types of lodging, Airbnb vs hotels?"

In relation to the latter, it should be noted that the main differences between the most influential attributes in visitor satisfaction and confidence with the accommodation service received, considering the Airbnb vs traditional hotels typologies, are as follows:

- Hotel guests (compared to Airbnb guests) tend to rate their experiences with staff performance (more specifically than Airbnb guests), with attributes (labels) associated with transaction-specific satisfaction (PCA1, left-hand side) and benevolence (PCA2, top-hand side). A hotel guest’s transaction-specific satisfaction is thus more specifically influenced by the level of staff service that is in line with guests’ expectations. The comments regarding staff are based on a guest’s discrete assessment of a set of encounters occurring during the service process (tips on what to do at the destination).

- Hotel guests (compared to Airbnb guests) tend to rate their experiences related to noise and core services (in-room and bathroom facilities) with terms most highly associated specifically with problem-solving orientation labels (smooth communication, empathetic responsiveness or information provision from staff) (PCA1). In the case of noise, hotel guests also use terms more closely connected with the dimension of benevolence. Moreover, in-room and bathroom facilities tend to rate (for both types of guests equally) with words related to benevolence-based feelings (PCA2, top-hand side).

- Comments related to walkability (and the closeness of attractions and neighbourhood amenities) also tend to use terms associated with the problem-solving orientation dimension - particularly in the case of hotel stays. In the case of Airbnb stays, guests use words related to reliability-related tags to a greater extent than hotel guests.

- Among Airbnb guests, clean & comfort assessments are more specifically related to transaction-specific satisfaction labels than reviews published by hotel guests.

- For both guests, in-room and neighbourhood amenities and transportation systems load more problem-solving orientation in both hospitality services.

- Property views load higher on the satisfaction side for both guests. Likewise, among Airbnb guests, property views are more related explicitly to the reliability dimension.

- Location loads more on the problem-solving orientation labels side among hotel guests and more on satisfaction among Airbnb guests. Likewise, among Airbnb guests, location is more related explicitly to the reliability dimension.

5. Conclusions and implications

Our research contributes to the literature on hospitality services, offering insights for methodological research (theoretical implications) and allowing the design of customer service policies. In addition, it also allows for a more detailed understanding of the P2P phenomenon in tourist accommodation. Therefore, it could be said that our paper’s contributions are structured in two directions. On the one hand, the study offers proposals to improve the research methodology in this field. On the other hand, it provides managerial contributions to designing customer satisfaction and trust policies and a more fine-grained understanding of P2P accommodation versus hotel services.

5.1 Theoretical implications

Firstly, the main implication of our research is methodological. The study applies novel techniques that improve the results obtained so far by others. A combination of BERTopic, Zero-shot classification and PCA allows us an appropriate analysis of the necessity and impact of hospitality attributes on relationship quality. Our research uses a text-mining technique to develop semantic structures to detect the subjects mentioned by visitors in their reviews. It enables gathering information in a trustworthy, authentic, and time-efficient manner. In addition, Zero-shot classification determines whether the hypothesis is true (entailment) or false (contradiction), given the premise, and concludes the confidence percentage score for each sentence and label. There is no need to provide training data, which is thus highly efficient. Thirdly, the PCA method displays
which topics (and their communities) are related to satisfaction and trust as requirements.

The combination of techniques detailed in the previous paragraph forms an automated identification and classification algorithm whose application makes it possible to solve the problem of managing large document archives by automatically generating latent topics in the users’ own reviews or narratives, as well as their semantic grouping through an approach based on the discovery of patterns from machine learning models.

5.2 Practical implications

Regarding managerial implications, our findings provide relevant results for Airbnb and hotel managers, highlighting the attributes on which they should focus their services and activities from the perspective of guests’ preferences and, consequently, from the degree of their satisfaction (and trust) with the service received. For example, according to our results, among Airbnb guests, labels associated with the location and the clean and comfortable hospitality services tend to load on transaction-specific satisfaction. On the other hand, among hotel guests (compared to Airbnb guests), labels highlighting guests’ delight, ease of checking in/out, professionalism, and additional services, such as reservations, load highly on transaction-specific satisfaction and benevolence (caring, complacent, friendly or kind manners).

Moreover, hotel guests (compared to Airbnb guests) tend to rate their narratives with comments associated with a problem-solving orientation, such as location and walkability, in-room and bathrooms (and amenities), and noise. It is thus essential to anticipate and resolve problems that may arise before and during a service exchange. How hosts or staff deal with such issues is, therefore, crucial. For instance, a problem-solving orientation focused on a shower, a room temperature, or a sleep environment (noise) should be treated with empathy. In addition, it is a critical opportunity for the hospitality service provider to prove its commitment to the service (hearing the guests’ problems, for example).

6. Limitations and future research

To sum up, terms related to hospitality features play an essential role in evidencing their contribution to guests’ satisfaction or adequately influencing the perception of problem-solving orientation and reliability or benevolence. Nevertheless, future studies should delve into the positive problem-solving orientation focused on a shower, a room temperature, or a sleep environment (noise) should be treated with empathy. In addition, it is a critical opportunity for the hospitality service provider to prove its commitment to the service (hearing the guests’ problems, for example).
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